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Abstract
In this paper, we propose the enhanced I-NEXT, called
I2-NEXT, which enables users to interact with virtual
objects by tangible objects in immersive networked
virtual environment. The proposed system consists of
user interaction, immersive virtual environment, and
networking interface. Its primary enhancement over the
previous work is refinements of the framework for
immersive and interactive VR applications by adopting
various design patterns. One of the enhancements is the
device module which supports a natural user interaction
in a virtual environment. For example, the proposed
system provides users with tangible objects interaction
so that users are able to manipulate virtual objects by
touching real objects. The proposed system also supports
large scale stereoscopic display through clustering
technique. As to show the effectiveness of the proposed
system, we have been developing an application for the
reconstruction of cultural heritage. Having been through
development of the system, we believe that virtual
reality technology is one of the promising technologies
which enable users to experience realities in digital
space. Detailed explanation of each component and
system architecture is presented.
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1. Introduction
With advancement of information technologies (IT), the
reconstruction of cultural heritage has become popular
over the past few years. Among the IT, Virtual Reality
(VR) becomes a promising technology for preserving the
cultural heritage sites in digital domain. For example,
VR technology enables the participants to experience a
full immersion through large scale stereoscopic display
and various interactive user interfaces, such as gestures,
tangible objects and so on. There have been many
research oriented virtual heritage reconstruction systems
in order to present new experiences to the public [1-6].
The development and implementation of VR
components are coherent to the need for highly trained
and specialized engineers in the field of real-time 3D
graphics programming, virtual reality and system
∗
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integration knowledge. Due to these inherences, it is
apparent that artists and non-technical users have been
kept away from constructing VR applications. Moreover,
the amount of time and effort for developers to
implement would be considerable. However, such
systems are dependent on applications due to the lack of
framework [4]. In fact, many VR related toolkits have
been reported but they are too general to be utilized in
the reconstruction of virtual heritage applications.
Meanwhile, one of the advantages in VR applications is
that users can interact with abundant 3D contents and the
virtual environment. In order to support interactions, VR
technology exploits many interaction devices such as
wand, tracker, camera, and so on. Nevertheless, most of
interactions in the previous systems were focused on
navigations [5]. In aspects of visual immersion, a large
size stereoscopic display is indispensable in VR
applications. For this purpose, multiple pipes supported
and high computational powered workstations are used
in the large size stereoscopic display such as SGI Onyx
systems [1-3]. For all that, one of the recent trends in VR
for the large scale stereoscopic display is the clustered
personal computers with a low cost instead of high
computational powered workstations.
In this paper, we propose an immersive and interactive
VR application framework based on I-NEXT [6]. The
main enhancement over the previous work is the
refinements of framework in which we apply various
design patterns. The proposed framework enables not
only VR developers but also non-technical users to
construct and experiment VR applications. Moreover,
we concentrate on a mechanism for rapid VR application
developments by simply combining of the VR
components. In the proposed framework, we also refine
device module for natural user interactions, virtual
environment management for visual immersion and
simple VR contents, and networking interface for
collaborations. Through the proposed framework,
developers are able to implement VR applications by
only providing VR contents. To support natural user
interactions in the proposed framework, we develop the
device module which can handle arbitrary imaging
devices as well as haptic devices. With the device
module, we can separate the development process of
user interface devices from the framework. Thus, the

user interface developers are able to concentrate on their
work without considering of complex VR application
structure. In addition, VR application developers are
able to utilize not only conventional VR interaction
devices, but also natural user interfaces such as camera,
haptics and so on. The proposed device module enables
users to interact with virtual objects through haptic
device and tangible objects in immersive networked
virtual environment. The other enhancement over the
previous framework is visual immersion. For the sake of
simplicity, we currently use CAVE library which easily
display a stereoscopic virtual environment on a large
screen using clustered personal computers. However, we
have been implementing this function through VR
Juggler which we used the previous version [7] as well
as NAVER [8] which supports PC-cluster based VR
system.

framework for the rapid VR application development is
required. In the proposed system, our main consideration
is to make artists and non-technical users construct VR
applications if they have VR contents. Thus, we exploit
object oriented programming (OOP) mechanism for
those who are not familiar with programming because
OOP mechanism enables them to implement their own
applications at first hand. In order to support OOP
mechanism in the proposed framework, we implement
all components as classes which are fundamental units in
the proposed system. Figure 2 shows the relationships
among components of I2-NEXT.
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This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we
present the architecture of the proposed system and its
components as well. The experimental setup and results,
and discussion will be presented in Section 3 and 4,
respectively.

2. System Overview
The proposed I2-NEXT is composed of user interface,
virtual environment management (VEManager), and
networking
interface
components.
The
main
enhancement of I2-NEXT over the previous version is to
provide immersion to users through haptic and tangible
objects user interfaces as well as through a large scale
stereoscopic display. Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual
system architecture of I2-NEXT.
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Fig 1. Conceptual System Architecture
2.1 Software Architecture
In the development of VR applications, the amount of
time and effort for developers to implement VR
applications would be considerable. Therefore, the

Fig 2. Class Diagram of I2-NEXT
As shown in Figure 2, developers simply inherit their
applications from “CI2_NEXT” class and fill out
necessary functions without considering the complex
system components for the immersive interactive VR
applications. For example, if developers want to
construct a VR application, then they simply fill out
functions like createScene() and start() in CI2_NEXT
class. They do not have to struggle with the specific
details in the implementation of networking, sound
generation mechanism, database connection and
stereoscopic display. In this case, however, they have to
inherit their VR application class from CI2_NEXT class.
Meanwhile, artists and non-technical users are able to
experiment their VR contents by providing the file name
of VR contents in “CVRHeritageExpo” class which is
subclass of CI2_NEXT. I2-NEXT supplies vision-based
and haptic user interface as well as conventional VR
user interfaces such as wand and joystick.
2.2 User Interfaces
The user interfaces in I2-NEXT supports conventional
VR interaction interface like wand as well as haptic and
vision based interaction interface through device client
component. In haptic user interaction, a user is able to
experience the generated force from the device when he
or she interacts with virtual objects in a virtual
environment. Thus, the haptic device affords the user to
feel the existence of objects in the virtual environment.

As the vision-based user interface in I2-NEXT, we adopt
vision-based augmented reality (AR) technique for user
interaction method rather than gesture-based user
interaction in the previous work. We have been
developing various methods to provide natural
interactions with users such as vision techniques [9].
Through the experiences of vision-based user interface,
we believe that AR technique is relatively easy to
implement tangible user interface (TUI) [10] because of
ARToolkit [11]. Furthermore, AR becomes feasible in
real-time interactions. In the proposed vision-based user
interface, we combine AR technique and TUI to provide
natural immersion to users when they manipulate virtual
objects. The difference from the previous version in
vision-based user interface is to exploit infrared (IR)
camera instead of the 3D camera. It is because lightless
environment gives more immersive visual effects to the
participants. Thus, we replace the image acquisition
device and use retro-reflective materials in I2-NEXT.
Figure 3 shows the proposed vision-based user interface.

module. In fact, we send the information (model
number, location, etc.) of the selected virtual object
instead of the actual model data itself. After locating the
selected virtual object, we can check the selected virtual
object while we are navigating in the virtual
environment. Figure 4 shows the interactions process
using ARToolkit in the proposed vision-based user
interface.
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Fig 3. The proposed vision-based user interface
As shown in Figure 3, the proposed vision-based user
interface enables users to use various tangible objects
wrapped by retro-reflective markers in order to
manipulate (rotate, scale, select, etc. shown in Table 1)
various Buddha towers. For the proposed vision-based
user interface, we implement that various application
programming interfaces (APIs) for manipulating
ARToolkit in addition to the basic camera manipulation.
The overall procedure of the vision-based interactions is
similar to the procedure of ARToolkit. However, we
provide a set of operations to manipulate virtual objects
which are loaded from the shared database in a VR
application. For instance, we can load virtual objects
from the database using a loading operator block, and
then select a virtual object after viewing various virtual
objects by rotating blocks. When we select a virtual
object, we can locate the selected virtual object into VR
environment by map operator block and sending
operator block. In this process, the selected virtual object
is sent to the shared database through the device client

2.3 Virtual Environment Management
In I2-NEXT, virtual environment manager (VEManager)
integrates all the information of a local user and a remote
user through the networking interface component.
Furthermore, it controls a virtual environment to provide
users with real-time interactions over the network.
Compared to the previous work, the major difference is
to support the immersive stereoscopic display with

CAVE library [12]. In order to utilize immersive display
functions in CAVE library, we implement CCAVELib
class as shown in Figure 2. With CCAVELib class,
developers are easily able to display stereoscopic VR
contents. Meanwhile we enhance several virtual
environment management functions from the previous
work. For example, we can utilize wand and head
tracker as the user interaction device in I2-NEXT. Head
tracker keeps tracking the rotation of viewing direction
of a user and wand provides the user with navigation
method in virtual environment. In addition, we add other
functionalities of VEManager that are object morphing
routine, object simplification routine, and 3D sound
generation routine. In object morphing routine, we
utilize the function of OpenGL PerformerTM such as
pfFlux and pfEngine. However, we are still facing
constraint of morphing from one object to another object
because the implemented morphing algorithm requires
the same number of vertices, normals, and triangles in
the two objects. Through the object morphing technique,
we are able to construct dynamic virtual environment. In
networked virtual environment, there is a need for
simplifying complex VR contents. These VR contents
often have material properties such as colors, textures,
and surface normals. In object simplification routine, we
exploit both vertex and texture information in VR
contents through Mixkit library [13][14]. The object
simplification routine provides more robust simplified
objects after simplification because it utilizes not only
vertex but also texture (color) information. In most of
the previous VR frameworks, sound effects are less
focused as compared to graphics rendering and user
interactions. However, it is important to provide
sufficient sound effects to the users in order to give more
immersion along with visual feedback. In I2-NEXT, we
are able to experience full 3D sound effects in the virtual
environment through the sound server and client. We
implement sound server by using Windows Media
Library. However, we need DirectX to work properly
without any error [15].

state information, we adopt thread mechanism in Device
server and Reflector client.
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Fig 5. Flows of Message and Events in I2-NEXT

3. Experimental Setup and Results
To show the effectiveness of proposed framework, we
implemented an application of I2-NEXT where users are
able to experience immersive networked virtual reality
and interact with virtual objects by vision-based user
interface and haptic user interface. Figure 6 illustrates
our experimental setup in which we utilized our
department facilities such as multimedia class room
(MClass) and nomadic meeting room (NMR) because
they are already equipped with stereoscopic display and
interactive user interfaces.
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2.4 Networking Interface
To support real-time interactions in the networked
virtual environment, the proposed networking interface
component has to share the state information of both
users and virtual environment. For the sake of simplicity
of the implementation, we exploit QUANTA library [16]
as the same as the previous work. In I2-NEXT, the
networking interface is composed of several servers and
clients components as shown in Figure 5. Device client
module is imported in both haptic and vision-based user
interface components to deliver the state information of
interactions to the virtual environment. After each client
send out its state information, Reflector server
intermediates the delivered state information between
the remote virtual environments. In each virtual
environment, VRE module is embedded to process the
delivered state information through the registered
callback functions. To keep processing the transmitted
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Fig 6. The Experimental Setup
As shown in Figure 6, VR equipments are deployed into
the NMR and MClass. For example, the clustered 3
workstations (DellTM 650) for cylindrical 3D
stereoscopic display, 2 workstations (DellTM 650) for
vision interface and haptic interface, and 1 workstation
for sound and DB server. In addition to workstations, we
also installed IR camera (Fire-i400TM) for vision based
user interface, Ethernet card for networking interface,

wand/head tracker for navigation, and PANTOM® for
haptic interaction.

the wrapped blocks around a Budda statue using
PANTOM® and trackball.

The proposed framework is designed to provide various
types of user interaction devices such as vision-based,
haptic and tracker-based user interface. Moreover, the
proposed framework allows users to travel through
virtual environment while they are watching full
immersive VR contents. Figure 7-9 shows that users
interact with virtual objects and virtual environment by
using various types of user interface devices in an
application of I2-NEXT.

Fig 9. Tracker-based Interaction
As shown in Figure 9, a user who can wear shutter glass
with a head tracker and wand is able to navigate virtual
environment in a large stereoscopic display.

Fig 7. Vision-based Interaction
As shown in Figure 7, users can select a proper virtual
object by manipulating operator blocks. Through this
experiment, we noticed that participants were amused
while they were manipulating tangible objects within
augmented virtual objects. As we mentioned, we utilized
IR camera and retro-reflective markers because lightless
environment gives users more immersion.

In fact, the application of I2-NEXT is designed to
provide immersive experiences to the public. At this
moment, however, we only conducted experiments on
the application in the laboratory. To represent this work
to the public, we need a portable 3D stereoscopic display
devices and workstations for user interaction devices.
Moreover, we need to develop a new type of navigation
interface due to the tracker-like navigation devices
require expensive infrastructure (INTERSENSETM IS900).

4. Discussion and Future Works
In this paper, we proposed I2-NEXT which enables users
to interact with virtual objects by tangible objects and
haptic device in the immersive networked virtual
environment. The main enhancement of I2-NEXT over
the previous work is immersion. Through the proposed
system, users are able to experience immersive
interactions and visual feedback. In order to support the
immersion, we designed the framework for VR
application. As to show the effectiveness of the proposed
system, we have been developing an application for the
reconstruction of cultural heritage. However, we need to
investigate on more natural interactions and experiment
on the effectiveness of the proposed system in public
places such as exhibitions not in the laboratory.

Fig 8. Hatpic Interaction
In haptic interaction, users can experience force
feedback with the haptic device when users actually
touch virtual objects. As shown in Figure 8, users break
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